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American courts equipped with
ReadSoft’s FORMS product
Judicial Systems, Inc. has partnered with ReadSoft to provide courts with a seamless data and image
capturing solution. When Judicial Systems installed their latest site using the ReadSoft FORMS-
product with their Jury 2000Plus™ system, they generated software license revenues of over USD
125,000 for ReadSoft and will double this amount within the next year.

Judicial Systems, Inc. is the premier provider of jury management software systems and court technology services to
courts and municipalities nationwide since 1982. Placing particular emphasis on developing and integrating
information systems with automated capture to increase efficiency has been the driving force to success. This
success has been taken even further by using ReadSoft’s FORMS to read, interpret and verify jury profile forms
throughout the U.S. This process allows Judicial Systems to manage each juror through the county court system
from the time they receive the notice to serve jury duty to the time they receive their final check for time served.

”The quality and integrity of the captured data is dramatically improved by reducing errors inherent in manual data
entry procedures. Teaming up with ReadSoft gives us a distinct advantage over our competitors in this market,”
states Gary Dower, President of Judicial Systems.

ReadSoft’s MD Jan Andersson is delighted with the growing collaboration:

“The stability and expertise of our resellers allow our products to penetrate specific vertical markets, creating
substantial savings and increased efficiency for end customers,” says Jan Andersson, ReadSoft’s Managing Director.
“Our partnership with Judicial Systems is a success story showing how technology can work when two suppliers
combine their efforts to plan and create new solutions.”
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ReadSoft is the market leader in the development and sales of software for automatic data capture, which is software that
automatically registers and interprets data on forms and invoices in electronic or paper format. Since its establishment in 1991,
ReadSoft has evolved into a global corporation with twelve subsidiaries in Sweden, Norway, Denmark, Germany, France, Spain,
the UK, the US, Mexico, Chile, Brazil and Australia. In 2001 the turnover was 29 MUSD, and the Swedish business magazine
Veckans Affärer awarded ReadSoft the title “IT Company of the Year 2001”.


